
PHARMASIM PROJECT

PharmaSim Simulation has been UPDATED! PharmaSim is a marketing management simulation based on the
over-the-counter cold medicine industry. As a member of a marketing management team, students will make decisions
regarding product mix, pricing, distribution, advertising, and.

The advertising decision allowed the team to set the advertising budget, agency, targets, and message for a
brand. Volatility of Stock Prices and Market Efficiency. Our decisions for period eight were based on the
purchase of no reports. There are three main things I could have done better. Sales force was  The promotion
decision involved setting the promotion allowance, trade promotion, and consumer promotion for a brand. The
A Team recognizes the importance of being proactive and anticipating consumer's future needs which is why
our long-term approach will include a shift to a more focused consumer segment by introducing a non-drowsy
4-hour allergy capsule. Firstly, I would want to work more efficiently and finish the project earlier, as
described above. Hill, B. Kumar, R. Kokemuller, N. Our symptom targets were cough and cold and our
demographic targets were young families, mature families, and retirees. This strategy will lead to a higher
share in the cough market and allows the A Team to continue to increase brand awareness and consumer
retention. Our symptom targets were cough and cold and our demographic targets chosen were all of them.
Our symptom targets for Allround were cough and cold and our demographic targets for Allround were young
families, mature families, and retirees. Harvard Business Review. A weakness that the Allround brand has
faced is retention of consumers. Consumer response to different advertising appeals for new products: The
moderating influence of branding strategy and product category involvement. The results for period five were
a 7. Market Penetration. Stage 2: Period 4 â€” 5 We had a chance to extend the product line in Period 4. OTC
cold medicine is effective to cure 3 major types of illness - cold, cough and allergy which associate with
different symptoms like aches, nasal congestion, chest congestion, runny nose, coughing and allergy. Another
weakness Allround faces is the allocation of its sales force. When cumulative profit increases, it will lead to a
stock market per share increase. Get Essay Limitations on product line as Allstar does not manufacture any
drugs in the area of cough, allergy and nasal category but cold in liquid form have a huge concern from
end-user point of view. Consumers have negative attitude toward alcohol in the drug formulation and
Customers think capsule is more convenient than liquid form. Our current position as a market leader in the
cold category allows us to take more risks and attain higher rewards. The results for period two were a 4.
Short-term Allround will further penetrate the OTC cold medicine market by altering the sales and marketing
strategy to capture more of the cough segment. We are facing three options to move about product line
extension: 4-hour cold liquid for children, hour multi-symptom capsule and 4 hour cough liquid. A Team's
short term strategic plan for Allround is to aggressively attack the cough market and snag a piece of the market
share. Advertising was  Our direct channels are independent drugstores, chain drugstores, grocery stores,
convenience stores, mass merchandisers and wholesalers, merchandisers, detailers are indirect channels. Our
mission was to make use of product mix, â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Strategies in this stage included refining the
brand formulation, heavy spending in advertising, allocating excessive indirect sales force to guarantee
successful promotion activities as well as stimulate the market interest. The objectives and goals of Allstar are
to look for new opportunities in emerging market with support from healthy and growing cash flow, to
introduce new product, to maintain leadership and to maintain long-term profitability and market share in an
increasingly competitive and changing environment. Houston Chronicle. Dens, N. This marketing strategy
will extend Allround's business definition to help relieve both cold and allergy symptoms. The advertising
agency Allround uses could become a disadvantage because it is having an adverse impact on Allround's
profits. The performance objectives of the Allround brand marketing strategy will be met by targeting a
specific demographic segmentation. The current target market definition is that Allround helps relieve cold
symptoms. Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website!


